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INTRODUCTION

Production of strange particles in proton-proton interactions is

systematically suppressed relative to the production of non-strange

particles. ' A first order goal of experiments on strangeness

production in nucleus-nucleus collisions is to find out if strangeness is

suppressed in a way similar to the p-p interactions or whether the nulear

environment changes the behaviour.

In the limit where nucleus-nucleus interactions are considered an

incoherent sum over individual nucleon-nucleon interactions stangeness

suppression is expected to be similar to the p-p case. On the other hand,

if a quark-gluon plasma is formed in the nucleus-nucleus interactions, a

much smaller suppression of strange quarks may result.3' The enhanced

production rate of strange quarks in the quark-gluon plasma comes about

for mainly tvo reasons. First, in the plasma an s-I pair has to be

created, while in a hadronic phase a K-R pair must be created; the latter

has a larger mass than the quark pair and thus requires more energetic

collisions. Second, the energy density of the quark-gluon plasma is much

higher than in the hadronic phase. Both features cooperate to make the

evolution towards chemical equilibrium much faster in the plasma than in

the hadronic phase.

The lifetime of the hot central rapidity "fireball", formed in the

nucleus-nucleus collision, also comes in to play in a crucial way. Were

the fireball lifetime long enough, that chemical equilibrium would be

reached in the hadronic phase, strangeness production would be useless as

a probe for the formation of a plasma of quarks and gluons, as the
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equilibrium content af strangeness of the hadronic phase is expected to

be similar to or even larger than that of the plasma. It is essential

that the lifetime of the fireball be short compared to the relaxation

time of the hadronic phase; only under this condition will the faster

rate of evolution towards chemical equilibrium of the plasma result in an

enhancement of observed final state strange particles. It is believed

that the fireball lifetime indeed is much shorter than the hadronic

equilibration time and is comparable to or shorter than the plasma

equilibration time.

Overall stangeness content thus survives as a probe for quark-gluon

plasma only through an understanding of the time development of the

collision system. It can not, then, be'considered a qualitative signal

for plasma formation, rather it is a quantitative signal - and thus

leaves a question of hov much strangeness enhancement over p-p

interactions must be observed to provide a signal for the quark-gluon

plasma?

DESCRIPTION OF AGS EXPERIMENT 802

Brookhaven-AGS experiment 802 is a single arm magnetic spectrometer

experiment.6 The spectrometer measures momenta of emitted particles with

a resolution &p/p = 0.005*p(GeV/c) into a solid angle of 25 msr. The

spectrometer covers angles from 5 to 58 degrees in the labratory in 5

settings. The combined acceptance of all angle and field settings is

roughly 0.5 < y < 1.6 and 0.4 < p < 1.0 GeV/c for Kaons, where y denotes

the laboratory rapidity and p the perpendicular momentum. Particle

identification primarily relies on time of flight measurements which,

with a one sigma resolution of 80 ps, provides proton-pion-kaon

separation for momenta less than 2.2 GeV/c. Recent developments of

methods for analysis of data from the smallest spectrometer angles and

suppression of beam induced background has increased the kaon acceptance

towards smaller p and larger y. A newly finished segmented gas Cerenkov

counter has enlarged the momentum range for particle identification up to

3.5 GeV/c.

A second detector arm operates at forward angles with a smaller

solid angle (1 msr) using the same magnetic field as the main

spectrometer. This arm measures momenta and gives particle identification

in the phase space region 1.8 < y < 2.8 and 0.6 < p < 2.0 .

The Si28 experiments were triggered by a set of beam counters, to

assure that the incoming particle had charge 14 (± 1) and was in correct

geometry and that the projectile remnant after passage of the target had

charge less than 12 (interaction-trigger). A charged particle



multiplicity detector with 3300 segments and solid angle 3.6n sr was used

to define "central events". A theshold was set on the analog multiplicity

signal so that only interactions with associated charged particle

multiplicities higher than the threshold value were accepted. The

threshold was chosen so the "central" trigger rate was 7% of the

interaction trigger rate. All Si+Au data reported in this talk are from

"central" events.

The proton projectile data were triggered by beam counters that

ensure correct geometry with the additional condition that a particle

passed through the main spectrometer.

Additional detectors recorded transverse neutral energy (mainly from

It0) and the kinetic energy of the target-remnant.

SELECTED RESULTS

A comparison between p+Be—»n++X data at 12.5 GeV/c from the ANL-ZGS7

and at 14.6 GeV/c from E-802 shows excellent agreement regarding momentum

spectrum shapes as well as absolute cross section. K+ and K~ cross

sections at forward angles could also be compared, and again the

agreement was satisfactory.

Table 1 shows the main results on K/n ratios. The ratios are between

invariant cross sections near mid rapidity. The p+p and p+Pb data are

from the literature8 and were measured at energies near 19 GeV/c. The

Si+Au and p+Au results are from E-802. The preliminary p+Au K/n ratio is

in good agreement with the p+Pb result.

The Si+Au invariant cross sections are well represented by

exponentials in m and the n~ and K distributions have very similar

slopes. One may therfore integrate the invariant cross sections over

(m )*d(m ) by using an exponential representation and arrive at dcr/dy

values with some confidence,

"> ,3

da/dy = J (E =-^) mt dmt
m dp

This has been done for protons and n~ over a wide rapidity interval and

for 0.9< y <1.6 for K~. The values of <K>/<n>, where <i> indicates the

average value in this y-interval of d<j/dy for particle i; are 0.20 for

positive charge and 0.04 for K~/n~.

Some trends are clear from table 1. First, K/n ratios increase with

increasing p for all reactions; second, the increase wih p is steeper

for Si+Au than for the proton induced reactions, and, third, the K+

ratios are larger than the K" ratios by a factor of about three. It also

seems that the ratios increase with target mass and with projectile mass,
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although more projectiles and targets are needed to substantiate this.

(The p+Be data mentioned above give a K+/it+ ratio for the lowest pt entry

slightly larger than the p+p value in the table).

Table 1. K/JI ratios of invariant cross sections near mid rapidity.*

Reaction p+p p+Pb p+Au Si+Au charge

(0.14) 0.19 K+/n+

0.25

0.40

(1.00)

0.05 K'/jf

0.08

0.10

a) The p+p and p+Pb numbers are from ref. 8. Uncertainties on these
results are dominated by systematic differences between the various data
sets used in the compilation, typically 20 to 252. The Si+Au results are
from central collisions and are in the rapidity interval 1.2 < y < 1.5.
These results are taken from ref. 9. Typical uncertainties are 20%. The
two numbers in () are preliminary E-802 results.

DISCUSSION

K/n ratios in narrow cuts in phase space, such as the results quoted

in table 1, do not in general represent the ratios of the number of

produced kaons to the number of produced pions. Ratios in narrow phase

space cuts are only representative if the phase space distributions of

the different particle species are similar. As mentioned above, if m and

y are used as the phase space variables, it is possible to integrate over

m with some confidence. The extrapolation to low m values is of course

particularly dangerous as most of the particles have low m (i.e. m near

the rest mass m). The numbers given for the lowest p value in table 1

are indicative of the values obtained by integration over m , and thus

represent ratios of <do7dy>, with the averaging symbol pertaining to the

rapidity interval covered. The E-802 data so far are consistent with the

assumption that kaon and pion rapidity distributions are similar (based

on kaon data from y=0.9 to 1.6). We shall take the lowest p =0.40 entries

in table 1 to represent the true produced particle ratios in the

following, keeping in mind that extrapolations to unmeasured parts of

phase space have been made.



If we define "enhancement" to be [(K/n) Si+Au]/[(K/n) p+p] the table

gives enhancements of 2.4 for K+ and 1.7 for K~. If, further, the

production of other strange species (K , hyperons, etc.) follow the same

relative intensities in Si+Au as in p+p, these enhancements are valid for

strangeness production as a whole. There are presently no data on Si+Au

to verify or refute such an assumption. It has been found at 200 GeV/c

per nucleon in S+S central collisions that A and K production is

enhanced over p+p results by a factor of about 2 and that the

multiplicity ratios <A°>:<K°>:<A> are close to the p+p values.

Between 200 GeV/c and 12 GeV/c p+p the overall strangeness

suppression1 increases by a factor of two, showing that it is harder to

produce strange particles at AGS bombarding energies than at 200 GeV/c;

in fact, the strangeness suppression is constant from 1.5 TeV/c to at

least 69 GeV/c and then starts dropping fast towards lower energies. This

well established feature of p+p interactions speaks against seeking an

explanation of the Si+Au enhancements in terms of secondary interactions

as these take place at still lower momenta with increased strangeness

suppression. This argument runs counter to the theoretical results of

Sorge et al.11.

The data in table 1 show that there is considerable enhancement of

K+ production in p+Pb and p+Au at AGS energies, a result that intuitively

speaks against quark gluon plasma formation as the source of the Si+Au

enhancements.

It may be argued that a comparison of Si+Au to p+p is not quite

relevant, in the sense that Si+Au collisions must be dominated by p+n and

n+n interactions rather than p+p, with n standing for neutron. It is,

unfortunately, not possible to construct a weighted average of p+p, p+n

and n+n interactions as the relevant data on K production are not

available. (Data on K° and A yields in n+p interactions exist and are

very close to p+p results, see e.g. ref. 12).

A characteristic difference between Si+Au and p+p interactions is

observable from the n*/n~ ratios, which are near 1.0 for Si+Au (E-802

result) and close to 2.0 for p+p (see ref. 13). If we use K/[0.5*(rt++

n~)] ratios instead, the K+ enhancement decreases from 2.4 to 2.0 while

the K~ enhancement is somewhat increased. Ratios involving'K++K~ or K+-K~

to it +it~ yields are also enhanced similarly. It seems unlikely that the

enhancements are merely products of a particular choice of ratio, though

it would be very valuable to have deuteron+nucleus results available in

addition to the proton data.

While it is certainly not clear what causes the kaon enhancement in

Si+Au, the discussion above was intended to substantiate the case that an



enhancement exists and has to be understood. In this connection it is

important to learn if the Si+Au kaon enhancement observed for central

collisions is also present for peripheral interactions and if it also

exists for a symmetric collision system (Si+Al) where secondary

interactions presumably are less abundant.
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